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Vithin his heart beats a real genuine desire to be of service to 
the American people. It can be depended upon that in the discnarge of the 
duties of ;is position of great responsibility and opportunity that he vill 
do those things that vill serve best all of the American peop.e. He is a 
distinguished American patriot. It is a real pleasure to have him here in 
Texas. It is an honor to present to you the distinguished Chairman of the 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reservi System, the Honorable Marriner S. 
Eccles, of Washington. (Prolonged applause).

Mr. Florence, Mr. Chairman and Mr. * ones, Ladies and Fellow Bankers*

Ever since reading the recent article in LIFE with reference to 
this great State of yours, I have promised ayself the pleasure of coming down 
iiere at the first opportunity. Your Association was good enough to invite ue 
to visit you upon this occasion. This happens to be the only Federal Reserve 
Banking, District that I have not visited at least one or more times since my 
connection vith the Federal Reserve System; but I aad promised our good friend 
Buck McKinney upon several occasions that I would come down here. I regret 
deeply that I did not visit the Federal Reserve Bank at ^axias during the 
lifetime of that great Texas citizen. Buck McKinney wa-> one of the most lovab 
men that I ever had the p.easure to meet, his loss will be greatly felt, not 
only by this Reserve District but by the entire Reserve System, the Board of 
Governors, and the staff at Washington.

His successor, Randall Gilbert, you Know well, and although I have 
not had the pleasure of meeting aim as often or of knoving him as well as 
Buck McKinney, I feel that he vill be a worthy succes or to that great lea ’er. 
(Applause).

As I recall, the State of Texaj produces something iike forty per 
cent of the entire oil of the Nation, and of course ranks first; it ranks 
first in the production of cotton, and produces possibly twenty per cent or 
lore of the Ration*s cotton; it ranks first in the production of livestock, 
both sheep as veil as cattle. It is a greet ~umber producing state; in fact,
I know of hardly anything by way of natural wealth that God did not endow this 
great State with. It is perfectly evident, I am sure, to you bankers that the 
future prosperity and success of the State of Texas is dependent upon your
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markets outside of the State of Texas for what you produce. Dependent primarily 
upon the consumer’s market, because you produce, what you produce goes raore 
directly into the consumption channels of the everyday citizen. You are less 
of a great industrial or manufacturing area engaged in the production of vhat 
are called producers or capital goods, and vithout the consumers* of the country 
being employed or having money with which to purchase the many products such as 
cotton goods, livestock products, woolen goods and oil, you can not expect to 
have the prosperity that otherwise you might enjoy. It is true that you depen' 
upon the foreign market to a large extent for your cotton. That, of course, 
gets into the question of exchange. The ability of the world to buy cotton de
pends upon vhat goods this country may buy from the vorld, vhat loans ve aiay 
make to the world with which to buy CDtton or what gold we take from the world 
in payment of the favorable balance in trade which we enjoy. That gets into a 
subject that I am not going to take the time to analyze fullyj I will refer 
to it by way of the effect of gold upon the excess reserves. But before doing 
that, X should like to point out that what seems to be our problem in this 
country is more or less the same problem in other countries, and the problems 
of the banks are just a corollary of the general economic problems. They are 
not isolated problems, separated from the economy as a whole. Ve *now, as 
bankers, that there is a huge surplus of funds seeking investment not only on 
the part of the owners of the funds —  the depositors of the banks —  but on 
the part of the banker owning excess reserves and seeking or desiring to make 
further loans. We knov that the excess reserves of the banking system, in 
spite of the fact that the reserve requirements of the member banks are almost 
twice as great as they formerly were, the reserves are still more than four 
billion dollars. Ve know that the interest rates are at, by far, the lowest 
level in the history of this country or possibly the history of any country.
And we know that gilt-edge securities, including Government bonds, are at the 
highest level, by far, they have ever been.

Ve hear it on all sides that the solution of the problem is to en
courage the Investment of new capital or to encourage the investment of capital 
in new enterprise; that we cannot expect to meet the unemployment problem, we 
can not expect to find an outlet for surplus funds, ve can not expect to get the 
Federal budget balanced unless the capital market opens up and the surplus funds 
find an outlet into new fields of productive enterprise.

Before I get into these related problems, I should like to just read 
a short excerpt from the Annual Report of the Governor of the Ban* of Canada.
He says*

"The continued piling up of deposits which do not turn over 
reflects the fundamental dilemma before this country. The same dilem
ma exists in other countries, broadly speaking, the reliance of the 
banking system upon government securities for earnings —  that is, the 
continuance of Government financing operations for public works, relief, 
pensions, and so forth, will go on no matter how many economy speeches 
are made or under whatever guise of rationalisation the Government con
tinues as a large investor. This process will go on in a democracy
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•Until privat# financing replaces it sufficiently to put to work 
the great &r jy of people unemployed and the vast accumulations 
of idle funds, or, in other words, until new investment opens 
up; and this will not cozao until inarkets appear sufficient to 
absorb the products of existing industry that are now below capa
city in virtually in every field in a vary country, or until now 
unforseen Inventions or new continents to conquer appear on the 
horiaon."

fcow, that is from, as I told you, the very conservative Governor 
of the Bank of Canada, in referring to the conditions in Canada; and you 
can see how closely they parallel the conditions in our own country.

I would like to just briefly review the developaants of the 
twenties and what came after the twenties. I think only in that way can I 
indicate to you why it is iiî ossible for the econoê T to turn back, why the 
rales of the game that we would always or have always been accustomed to 
operate under, and that we would all like to see return, cannot return.

During the period of the twenties, commencing with 1921 and up 
until 1929, there wa3 an expansion of debt of over one hundred raillion 
dollars, less than five billion of that expansion was the result of bank 
credit expansion. That debt was a result of the income of individuals 
and corporations being loaned to other individuals and corporations in the 
fora of mortgages, bond3, accounts receivable, installment credit, and so 
forth. Municipal debts—  that hundred billion, nine billion of that was 
made up by loans to municipalities. The Federal Government in that period 
paid off nine billion, so that the public debt during the twenties remained 
about the sa-ne. There was practically no change in the public debt because 
the expansion of municipal debt was offset by the contraction of public or 
government debt. Mow, that expansion of credit was merely a turnover of 
existing deposits; in other words, as you paid money in to the insurance 
companies or into other fiduciary institutions engaged in the investment of 
funds, they immediately loaned them out to somebody else, and the recipient 
of those funds spent them, and they went into the banks and were loaned 
again and again. So that although the volume of debt greatly increased, 
which meant that the savings of the corporations and the individuals found 
immediate outlets on the part of the owners of those savings, either directly 
or indirectly, through savings institutions found an Immediate outlet in 
lending to others. How, that did not create new money. All that did was to 
give velocity to the existing supply of money, which we do not have today 
because there is not the demand for credit. The banks did create setae money, 
and that new money is measured by the increase in the total demand deposits 
and currency from 1921 to 1929, which was something like five billion dollars, 
with a total increase in that period in the actual, what we call the ef
fective means of payment, supply of money. That increase in the supply of 
money was not inflationary because the increase in the actual supply of 
money was less than the National income. In other words, the increase in 
the production of goods and services from 1921 to 1929 was more than the in
crease in the expansion of bank credit or the supply of sonsy. Therefore,
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you had no bank credit inflation and you had comparatively firm interest 
rates all during that period; you had practically no excess reserve all 
during that period. As a matter of fact, all during that period the banks 
as a whole were borrowing on an average of five hundred million dollars 
from the Eeserve System.

Kow, why was it possible during that period to have the condi
tion which I have outlined to you, when it is not possible to have it now?

In the first place, we made on an average during that period of 
nearly a billion dollars a year and our savings went into foreign loans.
That furnished purchasing power with which to buy your cotton arid to buy 
our surplus wheat and other goods, and give employment. That field, for 
at least the present, is closed, and most of the loans we made are uncol
lectible, but while they were being made there was an outlet for the savings 
accumulation, and as the savings was spent that created more savings be
cause they created employment and business activity, and as business 
activity grows the volume of savings grows. Therefore, the volume of 
savings stops, not only stops but disappears whan the turn comes the other 
way. The volume of individual savings fell from twelve billion dollars 
in October and November of 1929 until it—  the balance disappeared follow
ing the depression, and it is estimated that that great national income of 
savings would not exceed three million dollars, due to unemployment, due 
to the failure to produce wealth and savings.

Now, the savings daring this period were constantly going out, 
thus increasing the National income and creating more savings. #e spent 
during this period for housing something like over four billion dollars a 
year on new housing during the period of the twenties. This was due in 
great part to two factors. First, there was a huge backlog of goods bought 
daring the war period; costs were excessively high and it was considered 
unpatriotic to do any construction that could be deferred, and for several 
years there was nothing done. It was also due to the fact that we had a 
rapidly increasing population. In the twenties the population growth was 
sixteen million, or about a million—  a million and a half, between a 
million and a half and a million and three quarters people; that would re
quire a great deal of housing that required a great deal of construction of 
all kinds.

During this period of the twenties nine billion dollars was in
vested by the municipalities in roads and public works, nine billion.
That used up savings, and during this period approximately more than a 
billion and a half a year went into new public—  not public buildings but 
into new business property, such as hotels, office buildings, and amuse
ment places* The automobile industry was in its infancy, and so was the 
oil, by comparison. We had nine million registered automobiles in 1921, 
nearly twenty-eight million in 1929* This great industry used a new 
capital, with its affiliated industries, the glass, the paint, the rubber, 
and the oil, not to say what was spent for roads aa a result of its 
development—  used billions of dollars during this period of the twenties.
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And the utility industry was also comparatively new. The utility, includ
ing the railroads and the co rr-aunieations system, used two billion dollars 
a year of new funds during the period of the twenties. $hen we found—  
and there is one other itaa that I failed to mention, and that is the 
consumer credit itera. During the period of the twenties consumer credit 
in the form of outstanding accounts, as well as installment paper, in
creased at the rate of moro than eight hundred million dollars a year. 
During this period a tremendous amount of funds that were raade by busi
nesses and individuals went out on farther credit terms. Now, all this 
credit expansion we say was badj there was a crazy period—  well, it was 
not crasty to loan or invest what income people had* If it was oraay, it 
was because the national income was badly divided between consumption and 
new capital, because all that wa3 invested in the nation as a whole was 
what people and corporations had to invest, and they either invested it 
directly or through others, and if others hadn’t bought it* there would 
have been idleness, you would have had unacaployment. You had no unreason
able unemployment in the business because income was paid out again either 
directly or through others. But you did not have inflation during the 
twenties. You had a speculative inflation, oh, yes, but you did not have 
an inflation in the cost of living, you did not have an inflation in the 
price of goods and commodities. As a matter of fact, the wholesale index 
figure fell from one hundred and five In 192k to one hundred in 1926, and 
to ninety-five in 1929, and we did not have ovar-smployaent. . All during 
this period there was no national shortage of labor. You actually had no 
employment question to develop in 1926, and the surplus Income of the few, 
comparatively speaking, was impossible to find an outlet in further new 
investmants in the field that 1 have outlined.

got tired and afraid of foreign lending, and other fields 
began to look less promising. So what happened? &e wanted to keep our 
money liquid, and wanted to have the corporations that owed no money and 
had surplus funds to invest that could not find an outlet for their savings 
because they had got everybody in debt up to the billions that I pointed 
out, and therefore they got in debt through lending in the stock market, 
and the great volume of stock market credit was not bank credit. It was 
loaned by others of what was their surplus funds.

The great mistake that was made in the twenties was that too much 
savings was permitted to accumulate and too many people kept up consumption 
through installment and other types of credit. The banker and the capital
ist would have been far better off had they made less, and had consumers 
received more. There would have been less savings, and there would have, 
therefore, been less expansion, and hence a better balance. There would 
have possibly been less foreign loans and more domestic consumption, and a 
higher standard of living in this period of the twenties. Seventy-one per
cent of the families of this country got less than twenty-five hundred 
dollars a year, and more than fifty percent of them got less than fifteen 
hundred dollars a year. The great fault of the twenties was the way the 
national income was distributed between consumption, on the one hand, and 
funds available for new investments, on the other.
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Now, what has happened to change that picture? We know that 
that is not a sound picture; we know that we had to—  we couldn’t keep 
up production and the necessary consumption by further expansion of in
stallment credit, and when the foreign loans—  we possibly could have 
done it if we had put out old age pensions during the twenties, had we 
maintained high income taxes and thus reduced savings and siphoned them 
into an old age pension scheme and thus raised the standard of living 
and kept up consumption, there would have been fewer office buildings 
and there would have been fewer hotels and there would have been fewer 
other things—  textile factories and other things that we saw an excess 
of, and those that already existed would have been more profitable and 
they would have been operated nearly to capacity. Now, we liquidated 
forty billion dollars of this debt from 1929 to 1933* Did that solve 
the problem? $e only liquidated forty billion of it; and, in the process 
of liquidating that debt, we found that brought inflation to a point where 
the national income was unable to support the regaining debt, and that the 
debt in 1933 was higher than the debt in 1929 in relation to our ability 
to support it. The accumulated loss to the economy of liquidating that 
debt of forty billion or more dollars was one hundred and twenty million 
dollars, or the accumulated loss in the national debt from the eighty bil
lion 1929 to the forty billion at the end of 1933 was one hundred and twenty 
million dollars, is what it cost the economy in unemployment, idle facili
ties, in the loss of the national income to liquidate forty billion, and 
the process would have continued but the Government came into the picture, 
not because they wanted to, and no Government stays in a picture thit has 
a deficit because it wants to. As Mr. Towers of the Bank of Canada says 
that any deficit of a government is not purposely and consciously created, 
that either a State government or a Federal government is far better able 
to get public support on a balanced budget and that you can get a higher 
state of prosperity than you can on an unbalanced budget.

Take, as an example of the twenties, during the twenties when 
we had a balanced budget all during that period and we also had a condi
tion of prosperity and full employment, we all know how popular the govern
ment was. But I say that it is perfect fiction to say that any government 
likes to, and consciously, create an unbalanced budget if it can be 
avoided, and at the same time meet the economic problems at the social 
problems of the economy. How can we expect to find an outlet for our 
savings accumulations, and why do we have idle men and idle money and low 
interest rates? In the first place, before attempting to answer that 
question, I would like to show what happened to the banking system from 
1929 to tbe present time, briefly. The deposits fell by forty percent
...........and we know what happened in that process of liquidation; we
know what we thought was sound ceased to be sound, and what got to be un
sound in 1933 again became sound. Why did it again become sound? Because 
the Government did the borrowing, when nobody else could or would* It 
supported the credit structure, it put money—  it created new money. And 
how did it create new money? It created the money the same way the banks 
always create money—  by borrowing from the banks. Honey would have been
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created in exactly the same way if corporations or individuals in 1933 
had been willing and able to borrow billions of dollars from the banks.
{‘.'hen the banks loan aoney, we know that the banks create money. That is 
the only way oar su. ply of money is created, i3 through bank credit and 
through gold and silver. Those are the three sources that give us monay.

Wow, we built up our bank deposits in 1933 up until the present 
time from two sources. The purchase by the banks of Government Bonds —  
now, the banks did not purchase the Govermient Bonds because of any loyalty 
they felt to the Government, because plenty of them cussed the Government 
because of the unbalanced budget—  in fact, most of them did. 5o they did 
not purchase the bonds because of any sense of loyalty that they felt. If 
they had found a place to have bought something else that would have given 
than more profit, they would have bought something else, and when they 
found it to their interest to sell Government Bonds they sold Government 
Bonds. But they bought Government Bonds because they had an excess reserve, 
and the excess reserve was given to than in the first instance by the 
Federal Heserve System in 1932 and 1933> carrying out an open market opera
tion. The federal Keserve System borrowed or bought in the market over 
two billion dollars of Government securities and thus gave to the banking 
system reserve of two billion dollars with which to pay off the Government, 
pay off the reserve system, and then they had excess left over to invest, 
and they started to buy Government Bond* because it was the proper thing 

doj and in the process of buying Governments, from 1933 until the 
present time, they had built up the present deposit structure, in part*
There is another element that has built up the deposit structure, and that 
is the element of foreign gold imports. From 1931* up until last week we 
have received in this country over eight billion dollars of gold. Approxi
mately five billion of that is in this fora, foreigners repatriating their 
own debts at a discount or selling securities which they own, something 
like nine million of it Americans bringing their money invested abroad or 
deposits abroad back to this country. Over two billion of it is on deposit 
in the banks—  largely in the Sew York banks—  today; and soma thing between 
one and two billion of it has been invested by foreigners in American 
securities. Kow, that accounts for five billion dollars of the gold which 
we have received* A portion of that could be represented by the return of 
the deposits and the foreign securities, and so there would be a possibility 
of a loss of three or four billion possibly of that gold, theoretically.
More than three billion of it, however, was necessary in order to pay off 
the adverse trade balances of foreign countries; or, in other words, we 
have had a favorable trade balance during this period of more than three 
billion dollars, how, no such favorable trade balance would have been pos
sible except by foreign loans, the acceptance of foreign goods or the ac
ceptance of gold. That gold has not and cannot return. 8* own it* That 
gold is part of our permanent banking structure. That gold has created 
deposits for that amount and reserves by that amount. The other gold I 
referred to has likewise created deposits and has likewise created reserves; 
but it is possible for that to go out if conditions should develop to where
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it was needed elsewhere in the world by the owners and they had confidence 
of its safety and security as they do of its safety and security here.

how, these deposits have been built up from two sources* I 
should have mentioned silver, but it is not a big factor; a billion and 
a quarter in deposits and excess reserves were built up by silver pur
chases, and there is less justification for that, if any, than certainly 
the gold policy. The gold policy would seem to be the policy that was 
necessaxy in order to iaaintain the stability of our currency in relation 
to other credits, and the gold that we have received is due to the fact—  
due to the world conditions tnat has caused a tremendous amount of capital 
to come thi3 way, and it is not a policy that could be readily changed or 
adjusted* I have heard it discussed a lot, and we hear a lot of people 
complain about the gold we are getting and about the excess reserves and 
deposits; but nobody offers a solution for it. Few people 3ay that we 
should permit it to go up in relation to foreign currency, and some of 
than even think that it should ô down, which naans to roduce the price 
of gold. So that you get a great variety oi’ opinion on that subject.

There has been practically no increase in the deposits or the 
means of payment as a result of the increase in investments and loans 
outside of Government Bonds or outside of the increase in gold imports.
And today we have an excess reserve, as I said, of over four billion 
dollars, even though we have locked up nearly two and a half billion of 
it through increase in reserve deposits. We have deposits of and cur
rency in circulation of three or four billion more than we had in 1929*

Now, how can we expect to have other than cheap money as long 
as you have the owners of the deposits without an opportunity for a 
profitable outlet, when the excess of money is way greater than the 
demand, the supply of money is way greater than the demand? With the 
desire of excess reserves on the part of the banking system, in their 
desire to meet their continued drop in earnings by increasing their 
volume of investments, how can you expect to have the high grade securi
ties and Government Bond markets except in the areas,

Now, the reserve system has no power to improve these troubles 
at all. We have no way of stopping a continued growth in excess reserves, 
and at present prospects they are going to grow indefinitely. The 
Treasury has something like a billion and a half of balances with the 
reserve system. As these balances are reduced, the excess reserves and 
deposits of the banks will increase accordingly. The Treasury has a 
billion and a quarter of silver as to profit, which has
never been used* whether it will be used or not, 1 don*t know. They 
can use it. That would go to pay expenses, and instead of borrowing 
money that would increase deposits and excess reserves by that amount*
And the Treasury has two billion dollars in the stabilisation fund that
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has never been used so far as Its effect on the doiaestic banking picture 
is concerned. If these funds should be used to pay Government expenses 
as many people —  sotae people in Congress would like to see them used, 
and the excess reserves were increased by two billion dollars and the 
deposits by two billion dollars.

Foreign gold continues to come here, and from the present 
situation in the world there is no prospect of its discontinuing to cone 
this way.

So that at the moment there is every prospect that excess re
serves car* £0 within a year to six billion and within two years to eight 
or maybe ten billion, so that—  and we would have an increase in deposits 
unless something is done about it. The Board has been conscious of this 
fact, and you bankers who have not read the Board’s annual report or their 
recent supplement, if you are interested in this problem of earning

and excess reserves as closely related to it,
I advise you to read those reports

. It is not a political problem; it is an economic problem 
due to an entirely new world condition.

The Board—  some people have said that the Federal Reserve Foard 
should sell off their portfolio of two and a half billion of securities 
and thus absorb two and a half billion of the excess reserves of the banks
_____________________________  and its tendency to stop bonds from
going up• That, of course, would improve the problem temporarily, but 
would give no assurance as to the future. 1 mean it would tend to improve 
the problem temporarily with reference to excess reserves and would raise 
the® to a billion and a half, but it wouldn’t be long until thay were back 
tc where they are now, and the system would have no portfolio, Now, the 
portfolio of the system is its only source of earning. It is like the 
Bank of England and like the Bank of Canada, their only source of earning 
is to make investments in Government securities, just as our reserve system 
has.

There is no prospect that the Heserve System can look to earnings 
from d.scounts of aeabar barncs for a long time to cô e, if ever. There fore, 
we aust not consider this portfolio; we have to have it available to absorb 
excess reserves, because if we use it— -all of it on the short-tera securities, 
why, the earned income is smallj but if we u3« all of it for that purpose 
we would have no earning, and if we had no earning there would be no dividend 
on the stock of the Federal Reserve banks to the member banks, which would 
certainly be a reflection, arid the banka would be the first ones to holler.
We wo aid then have to charge the banks for all the currency they got, whether 
member or non-̂ aember. If we charge the member, the member would have to 
charge the non-member. **e would also have to charge local exchange and 
services in a sufficient amount to pay for the operating of the Reserve iystea, 
so that nothing would be gained, we would either have to do that or have to
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go to Congreas and depend upon the will of Congress to appropriate the neces
sary funds to pa/ the deficiency to operate the system* Now, I can't say 
that Congress would do that to a privately owned system} in fact, I know 
they won’tj and I am sure that you people who talk about the reserve system 
selling its governments in order to *ceep the price down and keep the in
terest rates up and absorb excels reserves, just haven’t thought the problem 
through.

Now, I am trying to wind up. I have possibly run over my time 
here and I am sorry.

I am going to point out now this ___________ money situation, the
excessively low rates, as far as the banks are concerned, due to excess re
serves can be met by having Congress give powers to the Reserve System to 
absorb enough of the reserves so as to relieve the pressure, which is in no 
way helping the banks, because of the pre .sure. Instead of .
This pressure ofexcess reserves tends to so reduce the rate structure that 
even though the banks increase their volumes of loans and investments, they 
cannot increase then fast enough to offset the drop in rates. And not only 
that, —  if we should ever get an inflationary trend developing, the Reserve 
System is in no position today to control it. The only way an inflation can 
be controlled is to restrict the further expansion of credit on the part of 
the banking system, and the only way you can restrict that is to reduce the 
excess reserves. Put the banks in a position where they cannot continue to 
expand credit and thus create more money. So that it is absolutely essen
tial that either tho Reserve System be given central banking functions of 
controlling the expansion of credit by being given power to meet this ex
cess reserve pressure, or that the Treasury be required to sterilize all 
the gold that comcs into the country, and discontinue the purchase of sil
ver, or at least foreign silver, so that those two sources would not add 
to the reserves, something needs to be done about this thing, and I don*t 
think it is a matter that should be left undone and should wait indefinitely; 
and I think the bankers should think about this problem not only from the 
standpoint of their own interest, because it certainly is in their own in
terest, but also from the standpoint of the public interest.

Now, so far as investment funds are concerned, outside of the 
banks, the thing that caused the trouble in the twenties— I don’t believe 
that there is an opportunity to invest these funds except in Government 
Bonds. I don't want to be misunderstood. I don't believe there is an op
portunity to invest all that we are saving and the funds that we now have 
piled up idle.

If you will look at the corporation statements, you «rill note 
that they have been increasing their caah since the middle of '33j you will 

note that most of them are not borrowing from the banks, and many of them 
are not borrowing at all) you will note that they could do a very much 
larger volume of business than they are now doing, and thay still would not
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be required to borrow; that the great corporations of the country today are 
not llic ly tog) back to the banks for borrowed no nay because they have suffi
cient funds, and those are the funds that are idle#

I happened to look at the statement of a corporation day before 
yesterday— one of the great rotor car companies, and it has increased its 
cash holdings twenty million dollars over a year ago, at the end of this quar
ter twenty million dollars, and it has no borrowed money at all of ar$r kind.
It made the greatest earnings this quarter that it ever made in its history, 
and that was after charging seven a&llion dollars out of the depreciation 
account* It only paid four ail lion dollars in dividends. Now* if companies 
owe ?aore caoney than they ever had, how can the economy keep going? These 
corporations have got to reinvest that money in new plants. They at least 
ought to put their depreciation back in, and aany of t^en are t ot doing that, 
and that doss not show as an earning. iiarnings are after depreciation. But 
if they do not put what they have In depreciation back into earning and equip
ment, they add to the cash.

How can you gat prosperity and business activity when those corpora
tions— and there are hundreds of them—  are actually adding to their cash re
quirements and they have no debt and they are not investing even their depre
ciation, aad they are making earnings on the average for the last four years —  
over two hundred and sixty of them —  acre than they made in the latter part 
of the twenties.

Is it lack of earning that is deterring them frca reinvesting these 
funds? Is it lack of capacity to laset demands? Ko, it is neither.

Row either those funds have got to be taxed into circulation to 
stockholders, so that they can then be taxed and spent by the stockholders.
They have got to be encouraged to go into new investments, if there is some 
way it can be done; and I am frank to say I don't know the way. It is not 
by reducing taxes. Or they have got to buy Government Bonds, and the Govern
ment has to put that money back into circulation. Or they have got to reduce 
their profits by decreasing their prices to consumers; or a combination.

tfe hear about the failure to open a new capital market, and the 
need of new investments. How cart ws expect to get new investments when we 
have an exeees capacity in nearly every field? The nsw investment is usually 
in the other fellow's business. When people talk about new Investments and 
you say, "Where"?, it is always in somebody else's business rather than his 
own. I have never seen a textile man who wants sore textile factories; I 
have never seen a lumber man who wants more lumber mills, or a shoe man mho 
wants more shoe factories, or a steel man mho wants more steel mills. They 
always talk about excess capacity. Certainly there is no automobile c o n a  that wants more automobile capacity. And you can go down the line in nearly 
every field; whereas, during the twenties there were these automobiles, ho
tels, business blocks, factories of all kinds, and foreign loans; today those 
fields are largely dosed; there is an opportunity for sons investment, but
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it is small by comparison nith what we need to even approach the solution 
of the unemployment problem by private industry alone. We invested on an 
average of fifteen billion dollars a year in new capital enterprise during 
the twenties; and it took that to meet the unemployment problem, or to 
give employment. It is estimated that today, with the increased popula
tion and with the increased technological development in industry that it 
would require at least eighteen billion dollars a year in investment to 
give employment —  full and adequate employment to all the people that 
want and desire work. Now, where are you going to find it? We should 
get all we can and we should encourage private activity to the fullest ex
tent that we can; but let's not think that by condemning the Government, 
by merely saying that if the Government would forcibly balance its budget 
that it would solve the problem. Let's not be so shortsighted as to think 
the problem is as simple as that.

Let's ask ourselves the questions "Where is all this new invest
ment that people talk about, that we say amounts to billions of dollars?"

Let’s make a survey; let's make an analysis, and let's find out 
if this isn't true, as Governor Towers says, that "this will not come un
til markets appear sufficient to absorb the products of existing industry 
now below capacity in virtually every field, or until now unforeseen in
ventions or until new continents" —  which means foreign loans —  "appear 
upon the horizon".

tlhat we need to do and what we must do, if the machine is going 
to continue to function —  the Government has got to, whether we like it 
or not, borrow some of these funds from the insurance companies, from the 
mutual savings banks, and from the individual holders. As far as I am 
concerned, I wish the banks would not buy any more Government Bonds, be
cause that creates more deposits, and we do not need any more deposits.

The banks, by the way, have not increased their holdings of Gov
ernment Bonds over the past two years, in practically any amount. The 
volume of bonds in total held by the banks are about the same as they 
were two years ago. But the insurance companies, the mutual savings banks, 
and the trustees and the individual investors, if they do not find an out
let for their funds in Goverrsaent Bonds, and the funds do not flow, then 
the economy sags and stops, and existing investments cease to have value, 
and they did in 1932 and 1933.

Now, what we have got to do is to either tax the funds out, bor
row them out, or let them lie idle, and taka the consequences.

I don't believe that asy administration or angr democracy will 
follow the latter course, and I think it will be just as Governor Towers 
says, that we will go on no matter how many economy speeches are mads or 
under what guise of rationalisation the Government continues aa a large
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investor. This process will go on in a democracy until private financing 
replaces it sufficiently to put to work the great army of people unemployed 
and the vast accumulations of idle funds.

We do not want to reduce the taxes on that part of the income 
that increases the savings. And you will be interested to know that in 
1935 and 1936, out of the National income of sixty billion that the fifty- 
nine percent of the population getting less than $1 ,2$0 a year saved nothing —  
not only they saved nothing, but they used up in paying bills and charities, 
and otherwise, a billion and a half more than they got in income. The 
thirty-eight percent group in the next group of twenty-five —  let me be
sure of this —  of from_________ to twenty-five hundred saved $2,800,000,000;
the group from five thousand to twenty thousand, representing two percent, 
saved $2,1*00,000,000; and the group over twenty thousand, representing leas 
than one percent, saved $2,UOQ, 000,000, or we have here less than three per
cent of the population saving $4,300,000,000 out of the total of 60 billion. 
What we need to do is to take taxes off of consumption.

The social security tax as now applied is one of the most defla
tionary taxes that this country has ever put on. It is an enforced saving; 
it ia old age insurance instead of an old age pension, and it has worked 
against recovery. In my opinion it is a consumer tax. Fifty percent of all 
the taxes of this country today are consumer taxes, and the taxes on business 
that ought to be definitely reduced are consumer taxes and not necessarily 
business taxes; although I don’t know that business is advocating a reduc
tion of taxes; and I am for a simplification but not for a reduction; it is 
against the best interests of business.

The tax in Great Britain on individuals, whereas, at a ten thousand 
dollar income our Federal tax is $i*l*>, the British tax is $2,075; whereas, 
on a fifteen thousand dollar income our taxes are ®92k, the British taxes 
are &U,071, and so on; and whan you get up to the higher incomes their taxes 
are less, above five hundred thousand, I think it is.

Mow, wh^t we need to do is to get more consumption for the livestock 
and for the oil business, if the consumer's products of Texas are going to 
find an outlet in the market. We do not need more capital expansion until 
we get enough consumption to buy what we can produce with our existing in
vestments. And you are not going to get a better rate of interest than you 
are getting today until a better distribution between consumption, on the 
one hand, and savings, on the other, is created.

I thank you, and I am sorry to have taken so auch of your time. 
(Prolonged applause.)

The PRESIDENT: Thank you, Chairman Eccles. Texas and the Texas 
Bankers* Association are profoundly grateful for your presence. We feel that 
in you we have a real friend.
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